
Minimum qualifications Typical salary
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Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Careers Adviser

Things to considerResearching information about job opportunities in different sectors
from newspapers, books, the internet or through visits to employers
is all part of the role.

an undergraduate degree £20-25K Medium Medium

Varied work
The work is varied and can be highly satisfying.

Long hours/overtime
You will work some evenings or weekends to attend school/college
parents’ evenings and for careers events.

Monotonous
The job also includes a great deal of administrative work.

Good progression
You could move into a managerial-level post in a careers service, work
for a large company as a careers manager.

Travel/work abroad
You may need to travel between different educational establishments and visit
employers and training organisations. 



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Meet a range of people
You will have the opportunity to meet a wide range of people.

Exciting projects/opportunities
You will help people choose jewellery for special occasions.

Tiring
Working on your feet all day can be demanding and tiring. 

Can run your own business
With extensive experience, you could open your own jewellery shop.

Well-paid
Your income will be significantly higher if you earn commission for your sales. 

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Jeweller

Things to considerRetail jewellers work in shops, selling jewellery and sometimes
watches, clocks and silverware to customers. Other services they
offer might include valuation, alteration and repair.

5 GCSEs £15-20k Medium Medium



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Rewarding
You will play an active role in enhancing many people’s lives by introducing
them to exercise and ensuring they continue with it.

Make a difference
You will see tangible results of your efforts and guidance as people
become fitter during the course of your work with them.

Unsocial hours or on call
You may have to work unsocial hours. 

Strong demand
As society has become increasingly aware of health and fitness issues,
the demand for fitness instructors has grown. 

Very competitive
In certain areas and in popular high street gyms, competition for jobs can be
tough.

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Fitness Instructor

Things to considerFitness instructors teach people how to exercise in a safe and
effective manner, while also helping them work towards personal
fitness targets. They could provide one-on-one services to clients,
direct and choreograph group fitness activities and classes, or
undertake a mixture of the two. 

a certificate of further education £15-20k High High



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Retail Manager

Things to consider

Very competitive
Entry for higher retail management positions is competitive, so you need to
be very well equipped for application and interview to do well.

Good progression
Retail can offer you an exciting career with good promotion prospects.

Heavy responsibility
You will have a lot of responsibility quite early in your career.

Stressful aspects
Working with the public can be demanding and stressful. 

Well-paid
A salary in excess of £70,000 is possible in large retailers and supermarkets. 

Retail managers has overall responsibility for everything that
happens in the shop and must deal with any problems or complaints.
Managers recruit, train and supervise staff, encouraging them to
develop their skills and meet targets.

a certificate of further education £30-60k High Low



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Ecologist

Things to consider

Make a difference
This job provides the satisfaction of having a positive impact on the natural
environment. 

Relocation may be necessary
You may need to move around employers to develop your career. 

Can specialise
You can choose to work in your specialist area, and develop your career
around something you are passionate about.

Very competitive
There is strong competition for jobs.

Work in all weathers
You would work outside in all kinds of weather conditions when undertaking
fieldwork.

Ecologists help to protect the natural world by investigating the
relationship between living organisms and their environment.
Ecologists usually work within a specialist area such as freshwater,
marine or fauna.

an undergraduate degree £20-30k High Medium



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Astronaut

Things to consider
Distressing aspects
Due to the nature of the role, conditions can change rapidly and you could find
yourself in a dangerous situation. 

Mentally or physically challenging
This role will be physically and emotionally demanding and you will have to
maintain a high level of fitness. 

Travel and long time away likely
Space flights typically last between 6 months and 1 year. 

Short-lived career
Astronauts tend to only work between the ages of 27 and 37. However, there are
opportunities for managerial roles and teaching after this. 

Well-paid
A senior astronaut can expect to earn up to £80,000.

Astronauts travel in space for scientific research. They communicate with Earth via
a satellite to transfer data and reports. 
While on the aircraft, they are responsible for the upkeep of the systems as well as
the other people onboard. This involves cleaning, testing and maintaining air filters,
oxygen production systems, water systems and waste disposal. They also have to
take blood samples from other astronauts to monitor and assess health. 

a postgraduate degree £40-80K High Medium



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Photographer

Things to consider

Tiring
Lighting equipment can be heavy and the work can be physically tiring as you
will be on your feet for long periods.

Irregular work/job insecurity
It takes time in this competitive industry to develop contacts, so you might need
a second job to support yourself.

National/international acclaim
There is the potential for public acknowledgement and personal satisfaction
for using your creativity and technical skills to create original images.

Can specialise
You can specialise in a particular type of photography and market yourself as an
expert in that area.

Little progression opportunity
Unless you start your own agency, the main source of progression in this industry
is through reputation.

Photographers capture images using technical lighting and
equipment. Using your eye for design and knowledge of
photographic techniques you will create images for a specific brief.

3 A Levels £15 - 30k High Low



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Aerospace Engineer

Things to consider

Long hours/overtime
You may have to work long hours, evenings and weekends.

Stressful deadlines/target-driven
Stress levels can also be high if you are trying to meet deadlines.

Well-paid
The starting salary is relatively high, and you can work your way up to a good
wage with time and experience.

Good progression
There are good opportunities for promotion in aerospace engineering.

Can run your own business
You will be expected to keep up to date with new technology and
developments in the industry.

Aerospace engineers research, design and manufacture space
vehicles, satellites, missiles and aircrafts.

an undergraduate degree £25-35K Medium High



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Make-up Artist

Make-up artists apply make-up to produce the right look for male
and female performers in films, TV and stage productions. You will
need to listen to the director in order to create the desired look for
the individual characters or troupe.

Things to consider

Unsocial hours or on call
Working hours may be irregular and unsocial, especially if you do make-up both
before and during performances. 

Rewarding
It is highly satisfying to see your work on stage or set or to make people look nice
for a special occasion. 
High starting costs
Tools and cosmetics may be provided, but it is often expected that you will have
your own make-up kit with you. Professional kits can cost up to £1,500. 

Very competitive
Competition is strong and progression depends upon the reputation, contacts and
talent of the individual. 
Can run your own business
You could set up your own beauty salon. 

a certificate of further education £10-20K High Medium



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Higher Education Lecturer

Higher education lecturers undertake research and teach within a
specialised academic or vocational field. Working at universities and
other educational institutions, higher education lecturers undertake
teaching and research within a specialised academic or vocational field.

Things to consider

Relaxed atmosphere
You are able to teach in an environment that is less formal than a school.

Make a difference
Seeing students excel in their work provides great job satisfaction. You may
encounter pupils struggling to complete their own studies or research. Helping
them will impact their futures greatly and is rewarding work. 

Rewarding
Equally, pursuing your own research interests can be just as rewarding.

Potential for knock-backs
Your teaching responsibilities may occasionally conflict with your freedom to
pursue your own research interests.

Long hours/overtime
You may have to work long hours, including evening work.

 a postgraduate degree £35-55K Medium Medium



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Estimator

Estimators work out how much it will cost a company to provide
customers with products and services. You will research the costs of
materials, labour, equipment, and transport, and gather quotes from
suppliers. You will need to plan a timescale for a project and monitor
it to make sure the budget is being kept to. 

Things to consider

Strong demand
The construction industry is continuing to grow so there are plenty of jobs.

Good progression
With experience, can progress to more senior positions such as project team
leader, quality assurance inspector, or contracts manager. 

Well-paid
In senior roles, it is possible to earn £60,000.

Potential for knock-backs
Knock-backs are possible in this line of work. This could be due to a project over-
running, exceeding a budget or suppliers letting you down. This can be very
stressful.

5 GSCEs £20-35K MediumMedium



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Costume Designer

Costume designers design, buy or hire the clothes and accessories
worn by casts in films, plays and shows. You will read scripts,
research the period and setting of a production and come up with
original sketches to best represent the director's vision. You will then
decide which fabrics and materials to use. 

Things to consider

Rewarding
It is rewarding to see your original work on the stage or screen, providing
enjoyment for viewers.

Unsocial hours or on call
You might be able to work flexible hours but they could also be unsocial.

Stressful deadlines/target-driven
You will often be required to work to tight deadlines which could be stressful.

Exciting projects/opportunities
You will be able to create costumes from start to finish, you'll also get to work
closely with the director.

High-profile clients
If you work on high budget productions you may have to fit well known
personalities for their costumes.

 an undergraduate degree £15-25K High Medium



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Computer Game Player

Computer games players are professional esports players who live
stream their gaming sessions and compete in tournaments. Players
undertake training during the day, which involves playing the game
over several hours, as well watching gaming streams and studying
the opposition in order to devise tactics and strategies.

Things to consider

Exciting projects/opportunities
You will have the chance to master a game that you love playing.

Travel/work abroad
At the top echelons of professional gaming, you may have the opportunity to travel
the world to play in paid tournaments.

Short-lived career
This is often a short-lived career; many professional gamers retire at an early age,
particularly if they specialise in games that require fast reaction speeds and high
levels of manual dexterity.

Low earnings or unstable income
Earnings are unstable, as only the very top players will have the chance to compete
in tournaments for prize money, with most of the main tournaments only taking
place once a year.

5 GSCEs £5-30K High Medium



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Choreographer

Choreographers create and develop new dance movements for
productions such as ballets, opera and musicals. Creating a dance
means planning the way dancers move to perform beautiful and
exciting routines which interpret the music.

Things to consider

Travel/work abroad
Many hours are spent travelling to different venues – even overseas. 

Rewarding

Tiring

Very competitive

Can run your own business

Seeing your finished routine beautifully performed will boost your morale.

It will be hard going and you will need patience and enthusiasm to get the best
from dancers. 

Jobs and opportunities can be limited as this is a highly competitive area of work.

You may choose to set up your own dance company. 

a certificate of further education £10-20K High Medium



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Tree Surgeon

Tree surgeons carry out all kinds of work on trees, shrubs and
hedgerows including making trees safe. You will be responsible for
planting new trees and shrubs, taking direction from a landscaper or
garden designer. Using chainsaws, hand tools, ladders and other
specialised climbing equipment, you will use your knowledge of trees
to make them safe, help them grow or increase the light available for
other species.

Things to consider

Risk of injury/accident
The work can be hazardous so you must obey safety regulations.

Work in all weathers

Long hours/overtime

Low earnings or unstable income

Good entry opportunities

You will be outside working in all weathers.

You could do very long hours in the summer.

Hours can be shorter in the winter, which may affect your earnings.

Demand for experienced workers has risen due to greater public interest and concern
for the environment.

a certificate of further education £20-25K Medium High



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Animator

Animators produce images that appear to come to life on the screen,
for use in TV, websites and games. There are 4 specialisms:
traditional (2D drawn), 2D computer generated, 3D computer
generated and stop frame or stop motion. In all of these styles you
will work to create a continuous story.

Things to consider

Rewarding
This type of work can be highly satisfying, providing opportunities to develop your
own creative ideas and style.

Exciting projects/opportunities

High-pressured

Potential for knock-backs

Good perks

Animation is rising in popularity amongst the public with many animated films
being highly successful at the box office.

An animator working producing a series may find it hard to take time off, as nobody
can step in and recreate their unique artistic style

You may have to change your design ideas if a client does not like your animation.

Within the computer game animation industry you are likely to receive bonuses at
the end of a project.

 an undergraduate degree £15-25K High Medium



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Author

Authors write text for books, magazines and websites, developing
initial ideas into a complete piece or sections. Authors often specialise
in a particular subject area such as technical writing, science,
medicine, cookery, travel or education. A small number of authors
write and publish creative works of fiction, poetry or drama.

Things to consider

Rewarding
This type of work can provide the satisfaction of being creative and seeing your work
in print and in the public domain.

Unpredictable/unstable profession

Flexible hours

Creative freedom

Potential for knock-backs

Not all authors succeed in publishing their work and you might need to take on other
types of work to make a living. You may need to have a second job to support you.

You will have to meet deadlines but will be able to write whenever and
wherever you want.

If you write works of fiction, poetry or drama then editors and proofreaders will
check and streamline your work but you are the driving creative force.

Your first few pieces of writing are likely to be rejected by publishers.

 an undergraduate degree £10-15K High Medium



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Architect

Architects design new buildings, the spaces around them as well as
any proposed changes to existing buildings. Your work will include
agreeing design briefs with clients, researching development sites,
deciding which materials to use for particular buildings and drawing
technical plans. You will also be responsible for testing new ideas,
obtaining planning permission and inspecting building work while it
is in progress.

Things to consider
Difficult people
There may be problems to overcome when making design decisions, such as
conflicting views to deal with.

Rewarding

Can specialise

Creative freedom

Well-paid

There is personal satisfaction in dealing with these problems and creating designs
for buildings that will influence the landscape for many years to come.

You could specialise in a particular field such as building heritage and conservation,
sustainable and environmental design, or project management.

You will have the opportunity to work with your client and find the best way to
achieve the goals of the brief. 

Basic salaries for a qualified architect start at around £26,000 and rise to up to
£90,000 with experience. 

 an undergraduate degree £25-45K High Medium



Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Advertising Media Buyer

Advertising media buyers research, identify and negotiate the
purchase of media space (e.g. advertising time on television or radio
or space on websites). Working for an advertising agency, you will
work from a brief laid out by your clients, taking into consideration
target audiences, media events and activities, schedules and
budgetary constraints.

Things to consider

Exciting projects/opportunities
Advances and changes in the media industry mean that you will find new and
exciting opportunities to work with multimedia technologies.

High-pressured

Heavy responsibility

Long hours/overtime

Varied work

This is a highly competitive industry and your work may involve long 
and stressful hours.

It is up to you to make sure a client's campaign reaches the right people.

You may have to work overtime to meet deadlines.

You will have to be able to pull together a lot of different people's expectations
which means you will have to be able to adapt to different types of work.

£20-30K High Low



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Account Manager

Account managers deliver high levels of customer service and act as
the main point of contact with clients. To make sure the client's needs
are fulfilled to the highest standard, you'll collaborate with internal
departments. You will also collect and analyse date in order to
become more familiar with your client's behaviour. 

Things to consider

Rewarding
It is rewarding to see your strategies increase profits and improve 
your client's experience.

Creative freedom

Difficult people

Long hours/overtime

Good perks

You have the freedom to be creative and innovative in your role.

Clients might dislike your ideas and can be difficult to please.

Working overtime to meet deadlines is stressful and demanding.

Many companies offer additional benefits such as bonuses, medical insurance
and a company car.

 an undergraduate degree £25-50K MediumMedium



Minimum qualifications Typical salary
(with experience)

Competition for 
places

Demand for this role

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Career of the Month:
Interior Designer

Interior designers create specific, coordinated styles for homes and
commercial spaces, working closely with clients. You will be required
to assess spaces, produce detailed designs, be familiar with
computer-aided design (CAD) software, and choose suitable
materials for the project, which may include upholstery, wallpaper,
furniture and decorative objects.

Things to consider

Rewarding
Creating original work and seeing your ideas being used in a practical or
decorative way is satisfying.

 
Flexible hours

 
Stressful deadlines/target-driven

 
Little progression opportunity

 
Make a difference

Working as a freelance designer can result in greater flexibility.

Meeting deadlines and budgets can be stressful.

There is not a clearly recognised path of development through this profession.

You will be able to help people create spaces that work well for them.

 an undergraduate degree £20-30K High Medium



Typical salary
(with experience) Competition for places Demand for this role

Career of the Month:
Cartoonist

Learn about more careers at https://indigo.careers/

Things to consider

£15-30k High Medium

Irregular work/job insecurity
As cartoonists are usually paid for individual pieces of work they have little job
security, especially at the start of their careers.

Rewarding
You would have the satisfaction of creating original work and seeing it in print.

Irregular work/job insecurity
You will need to have patience while pitching your work to publishers and
publications but supporting yourself through your art will be incredibly rewarding.

Isolating
The work can be isolating as many work alone.

Stressful deadlines/target-driven
If you have a regular place in a publication you will need to have projects
completed to strict deadlines.

Cartoonists plan and draw original cartoons and captions. These can
be single images, whole cartoon strips or entire books. You will
promote and market your work, for example by sending out samples
to newspapers and advertising through the internet.


